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Scope Award 2024: 
Innovation Award for Berenberg Private Debt 
 

Hamburg. The fund rating agency Scope has named Berenberg the “Best 

Asset Manager” in the Innovation category at this year’s Scope Investment 

Awards in Frankfurt on 16 November.  

  

“We are delighted by this very special honour by the Scope team,” says Tobias 

Bittrich, Head of Corporate Banking and a member of Berenberg’s extended 

management board. “It underscores something that we consider to be crucial for all 

our private debt strategies: Our deep understanding of industries with its 

characteristics allows us to keep on developing tailored solutions for our clients’ 

specialised financing needs, which are also attractive to investors given today’s 

rapidly changing requirements.”  

 

Berenberg was nominated in a total of three categories. The jury’s reasons for its 

choice for the Special Innovation Award included the ESG scoring developed by the 

Berenberg Private Debt team. This is specifically tailored to individual sectors such as 

shipping for example. SME clients with financing requirements may then deliver 

industry-specific selected performance data that institutional investors require under 

current regulations to provide capital for private debt financing. Berenberg’s sector 

specialists are thus making a contribution to the path to sustainable alternative 

financing forms – the basis for classification as an Article 8 SFDR fund, which is 

increasingly becoming a priority interest for investors in the private debt arena as 

well.  

 

The Corporate Banking division forms the centre of competence for structuring and 

allocating financing. Key areas include the Structured Finance, Infrastructure & 

Energy, Shipping and Real Estate departments. Berenberg’s credit expertise and 

network are the basis for what now number 18 credit funds representing 

approximately EUR 4 billion, with which Berenberg enables investors to access 

attractive private debt markets. Berenberg has been nominated at the Scope Awards 

for three years in a row and this is its second time to be honoured with an award, 
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which shows that private debt strategies are now an established feature on the fund 

market in the DACH region.  

 

The Scope Investment Awards, which debuted in 2005, are seen as one of the 

finance sector’s most important awards for fund and asset managers in German-

speaking countries – both for equities, bonds and balanced funds (Scope Investment 

Awards) as well as for real assets and alternative investments (Scope Alternative 

Investment Awards). The Scope Alternative Investment Awards are presented in 20 

categories for real estate, ESG and alternative investments.  
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Press Officer 
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This information is a marketing communication. This information and references to 

issuers, financial instruments or financial products do not constitute an investment strategy 

recommendation pursuant to Article 3 (1) No. 34 Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 on 
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market abuse (market abuse regulation) nor an investment recommendations pursuant to 

Article 3 (1) No. 35 Regulation (EU) No 596/2014, both provisions in connection with 

section 85 (1) of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG). As a marketing 

communication this document does not meet all legal requirements to warrant the 

objectivity of investment recommendations and investment strategy recommendations and 

is not subject to the ban on trading prior to the publication of investment 

recommendations and investment strategy recommendations. This document is intended to 

give you an opportunity to form your own view of an investment. However, it does not 

replace a legal, tax or individual financial advice. Your investment objectives and your 

personal and financial circumstances were not taken into account. We therefore expressly 

point out that this information does not constitute individual investment advice. Any 

products or securities described may not be available for purchase in all countries or only in 

certain investor categories. This information may only be distributed within the framework 

of applicable law and in particular not to citizens of the USA or persons resident in the 

USA. The statements made herein have not been audited by any external party, particularly 

not by an independent auditing firm. Any future returns on fund investments may be 

subject to taxation, which depends on the personal situation of the investor and may 

change in the future. Returns on investments in foreign currencies may increase or decrease 

due to currency fluctuations. The purchase, holding, conversion or sale of a financial 

instrument, as well as the use or termination of an investment service, may give rise to 

costs that affect the expected income. A fund investment involves the purchase of shares 

in an investment fund, but not a specific underlying asset (e.g. shares in a company) held by 

that fund. The statements contained in this document are based either on own company 

sources or on publicly accessible third-party sources, and reflect the status of information 

as of the date of preparation of the presentation stated below. Subsequent changes cannot 

be taken into account in this document. The information given can become incorrect due 

to the passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We 

do not assume responsibility to indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated 

document. Please refer to the online glossary at www.berenberg.de/glossar for definitions 

of the technical terms used in this document. Date 21.11.2023 
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